Friday 18th March 2022

Headteacher Weekly Review

It was difficult not to burst into tears at the sight of Nazanin Zaghari-Ratcliffe and Anoosheh Ashoori as they were reunited with their
families. It is hard to imagine how they all felt in these moments.
Social media has played a crucial role in raising our awareness of their plight. Richard Ratcliffe’s recent hunger strike was shared widely
on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook. Even our familiar news outlets such as the BBC use social media to enable them to reach a wider
audience.
Similarly we have witnessed the situation in Ukraine unfolding on the regular news bulletins but also on social media, shared by those
in Ukraine, witnesses to the events and sometimes live from their own phones. These have been very graphic and are not regulated in
the way evening news bulletins are. Many of our students are accessing these distressing images and this is frightening for them to try
to process. We have been asked lots of questions over the past few weeks and we have put some information on regulations and apps
later in the newsletter.
However, the awareness raised by social media, as in the case of those released from an Iranian prison, has galvanised and motivated
our students to want to help those in need in Ukraine. There is a strong tradition of helping others in our school and at times the will to
help can move faster than our ability to help.
This week is one of our charity fundraising weeks and on Friday we have a non-uniform day. This week is allocated to charity fundraising in our calendar because this Friday is the fundraising day for Comic Relief and schools around the country participate.
We have a school charity too, Reaching Rwanda, and so our students are able to choose whether to donate their £1 to Comic Relief or
Reaching Rwanda. In both cases we are confident we know where the donation is going. Of course we have less control in the case of
Comic Relief donations but trust the work of that charity and many of you will watch the programme on Friday to see what difference
your donations have made.
Reaching Rwanda is our school charity and so we get regular updates from the individuals and groups we help. We are always sure of
the impact of our donations and of course very aware of the need for more, especially and like most charities, after a lack of fundraising
during the pandemic.
There was serious consideration given to donating the fundraising day money raised this week to Ukraine. However we have decided
to keep our commitment to raising money for Comic Relief and Reaching Rwanda. Both need the funds. We feel that the best way we
can support the people of Ukraine is to continue to collect items to be delivered to those in need. We are sure of where the donations
are going as we have a reliable contact and delivery service.
Thank you all for the donations so far. As always your generosity is overwhelming.
Debbie Smith
Headteacher

Headteacher’s Award
Friday 18th March 2022
Rebekah Aldridge 10Y2

Oliwia Gudyka 8R1

Toby Porterfield 11R2

Rory Austin 7B1

Madison Guest 7Y2

Byron Potter 7B2

Nicola Bagalacsa 7G1

Jessica Heginbotham 8G2

Rupak Rai 10Y1

Aditi Bagwe 8Y2

Isobel Henry 8G1

Vladimir Shkuropat 7Y2

Joshua Bennett 8G2

Lola Holland 11B1

Summer-Louise Sibley 9R2

Imani Bhatti 7B2

Ebonie Humphries 8Y1

William Stanton 8G1

Harry Boother 9Y2

Abigail Jasper 8Y2

Sierra Steadman 10G2

Elsbeth Brooker 7B1

Simarpreet Kaur 10G1

Millie Stocker 10B2

Megan Bryan 10G1

Lola Keen 7Y2

Milo Swanton 10G1

Callum Buckley 10G2

Curtis Kenyon 7B1

Mohammad Syed 8R2

Haniya Butt 7Y1

Oliwia Kmieciak 8R1

Caiden Taylor 7Y1

Mia Cherrington 10G1

Ella Layton-Matthews 8B1

Zak Temperley 8G2

Eva Chhokar 10Y1

Diya Limbu 9R2

Kiera Thorne 10R1

Yasmin Chhokar 7Y1

Amelia Livingstone 10Y2

Jacob Thornton 9G1

Benjamin Cooke 10G2

Freya Locke 7Y2

Hannah Tomlin 8G2

Kieran Darby 8Y1

Myrkelle Lubin 8G1

Patrick Tran 10R2

Harrison Davies 7B1

Mark-Andrei Maghiar 8Y2

Martha Treharne 8R1

George Davis 8Y2

Conrad Matthews 10B1

Xiao Tian Tung 10G1

Ryan De Sousa 8R2

Dylan McGinty 7B1

Daisy Turner 8G1

Adam Farrant 8R2

Devyani Mohan 10G1

Prasamsha Wanem 10B2

MollieMae Fletcher-Owens 7B1

Joseph Newbold 7R1

Emily Watson 10G1

Arran Foley 10Y1

Matthew Newton 9Y2

Mia Wilkinson 10G2

Thomas Fry 10G2

Sharon Njihia 10Y1

Barney Wilson 8R1

Edward Gates 10G1

Darcy Osborn 7B2

Summer Wilson 8G2

Eloise Gates 7G1

Siobhan Osgood 8Y1

Daniel Wood 6ERE

Isobel Geary 10R2

Louisa Parrant 7G2

Charlie York 10Y2

Joshua Godfray 10G1

Luke Pethers 7Y2

Benas Zalys 8R1

Haygan Godwin 9B1

Nevaeh Pomroy 7G1

Milosz Ziolkowski 7Y1

Mia Grant 10G1

The winner of this week’s Headteacher’s Award is:
Vladimir Shkuropat

Sunday 27th March

Year 12 depart for Snowdonia

Year 8 HPV vaccinations
Wednesday 30th March

Year 10 Citizenship Day

(Holocaust Memorial Day)

EASTER BREAK
Monday 4th April—Monday 18th April
Wednesday 30th March

AP3 Distribution

Friday 1st April

End of Term
School closes at 12:30pm

Tuesday 19th April

Return to school

Monday 2nd May

May Bank Holiday

Summer Uniform
Students will be permitted to wear the optional summer uniform from the start of the summer term until the end of September 2022.
This uniform is a white polo shirt with the school name embroidered on it with your son’s/daughter’s house name and colour beneath it, and
replaces the blazer, shirt and tie.
The polo shirts are available from Brenda’s Schoolwear in Frimley and you may order online for delivery to your home or collect from the
store. Their website is https://www.brendas.co.uk/

Social Media Apps and
Restrictions
There are growing concerns nationally about the use of social media by young people outside of school hours and, in particular, incidents of online peer abuse and threatening behaviour. This activity impacts on relationships, behaviour and learning in school, and can
also impact negatively on students well-being.
We know many of our students use a variety of social media platforms via their personal mobile phones, tablets and laptops. Students
use social media to have fun, make and develop friendships, share interests and connect with family and friends. However, some may
not be aware of the age restrictions linked to each platform, please see below graphic detailing the minimum age for account holders:

WhatsApp Age requirement: 16 Years +
What is WhatsApp? It is an instant messaging app which lets you send messages, images and videos in one-toone and group chats with your contacts. You can choose to share your live location for up to eight hours with one
contact or a group.
Concerns:
•
•

Locations can be shared with contacts
Pictures, voice notes and videos can be sent. Once this is done the sender no longer has control
over that content—it can be shared and passed on forever!

TikTok Age requirement: 13 Years +
What is TikTok? It is a Chinese video-sharing social networking service owned by ByteDance. It is used to create
short music, lip-sync, dance, comedy and talent videos of 3 to 15 seconds and short looping videos of 3 to 60 seconds.
Anyone can post content meaning a lot of content is unsuitable for children to see.

Anyone can see the videos which are posted by you. Students can gain the attention of people they do not know,
which can put their safety at risk.
Anything posted on TikTik can be recorded and shared by others, even if you decide to delete it afterwards.
Warning about a site called Omegle! Never let your child use this site!
•
•
•
•

Omegle puts you in a chat room with a stranger
Users are anonymous
Webcams can be turned on
If your child is on Omegle, they can talk to and be seen by an anonymous stranger.

Further information to support can be found here: www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety

March 18th 2022
Holi is also known as the Festival of Spring or the Festival of Colours and celebrates the divine love of Radha Krishna. It is
celebrated predominantly by Hindus, Sikhs, Jains and Newar Buddhists.
It has evolved into a festival that transcends cultures and brings people together.
Holi celebrates the arrival of spring and the end of winter and is celebrated as an opportunity to enjoy meeting others,
catching up with family and friends and repairing relationships.
It also signifies the triumph of good over evil.
Something certainly worth celebrating.

Many thanks to everyone who has so kindly donated goods to be shipped to Ukraine. We have sent a vast quantity and are
very pleased that the shipment will be going to make people’s lives a little easier. We have now ceased collecting so would
be grateful for no further donations.
Ms S Hunt

Jasmine in Year 11, rocking the red hair, for Red Nose Day!

Tom in Year 12, wearing red, white and a pink nose with some borrowed
deely boppers!!

This week, Year 7 Tech Club has been aiming for the stars. The team designed and built their own rockets and then we fired
them outside using our air pressure launcher. Imogen's rocket reached an impressive height early on, Vienna's took an interesting turn onto the roof and Pranav's rocket provided an impressive last flight. Well done everyone, we had a blast!

We have been invited to enter Sumdog’s Bracknell Forest Maths Contest, March 25 -31st.
Last year over a million students took part in the challenge; this year we would like Sandhurst
School to be amongst those competing.
During the week contestants engage in fun maths activities, there are up to 1000 maths questions to be answered, as well as maths games. Questions will be personalised and scored
based on accuracy, so students of all ages and abilities, can participate as they will work at their
own level.
The contests are free, and should be fun for learners.
To enter the competition, visit www.sumdog.com/march

The Year 10 students have been learning about the nervous system over past few weeks. This included some
great models of nerve cells (below) and for one class dissecting an eye ball (photos not included )

My Year 8 class is currently preparing for Word Mania: the ultimate word building competition.
The students represent their school, racing against the clock to build as many words as
they can in three minutes, from 15 randomly generated tiles. By dragging and rearranging
letter tiles into the word panel players build, extend and rebuild words in a race against the
clock.

Creating an even playing field, a school’s score is the sum of the top 50 game scores achieved by a minimum of five students, with no more than 10 scores achieved by one student. Schools can see their ranking on the public leaderboard on
LiteracyPlanet’s website throughout the competition. Only the top 50 (out of thousands of schools) are shown on the leaderboard. Sandhurst is currently in second place in the UK in the warm up round.
Aside from the prizes, word building is a fun challenge that involves many literacy skills: phonemes, morphemes, spelling,
word recognition, vocabulary and word knowledge. Word Mania tests and improves these skills, with the added challenge
of speed! We are looking forward to the competition next week when we compete on an international playing field.
Good luck Year 8, get that last minute practice in!

LANGUAGENUT LEADERBOARD

Slight change to the leaderboard this week. Lucy is
back at the top! Well done to Rachel and Harvind too.

IN MFL THIS WEEK
Miss Dris’ Year 9 French Classes
This week is ‘La semaine de la francophonie’ - a week where people around the world celebrate the French language in all its diversity. We discussed the fact that French isn’t just
spoken in France but also in far away places such as Quebec in Canada or Senegal, Western Africa. French is actually an official language in 29 countries around the globe.
I was able to share with the students the fact that I partly descend from a North
African -French speaking- country. We also discussed the fact that I grew up in a
very multicultural part of Paris where people originated from a large variety of
foreign but French speaking countries… and hopefully this will have opened the
students’ minds to different cultures.
They then researched many of the countries we mentioned and put together some interesting facts about each one of them.
Finally we enriched ourselves by listening to different artists from those French speaking countries and shared opinions about their music.

"Vive la Francophonie"
To celebrate the International Francophonie Day on Sunday 20th March 2022, the Francophonie
Groupe UK has organised a quiz open to schools and the general public. If you would like to know
more and take part, more information can be found here or contact Miss Dris before Tuesday 22/03

ALSO IN MFL THIS WEEK...
Miss Mc Geever’s Year 11 French Classes

As the speaking exams quickly approach my Years 11s have been
practising their pronunciation with “les virelangues”, what we
would call tongue twisters. We had competitions and there was
certainly a lot of laughter trying to get some of them, even I was
struggling!

Mr Doree’s Year 11 German Class
Last week the students did a pre-mock speaking test.

They had to do a role-play and a topic of conversation of their
choice from the syllabus.
They took it seriously and spent a lot of time talking to each other in
German in preparation for the test.
They all saw what the exam involved to a certain extent, although
we still need to add a photocard and another topic of conversation
which they don’t get to choose.
As a first effort all the students did well and were given guidance as

to how to improve after the test. This mainly involved learning the
tenses better, particularly the past tense.
I think they all realise that practice makes perfect!

Bon travail! Gut gemacht! Buen trabajo !
The Language Department would like to nominate the following students this week ...

Ms Mc Geever would like to nominate Toby from her Year 11
French class. Teaching Toby from when I first started in 2018
until now, his final few months has been incredible. I always
knew he had a linguistic gift and he has shown me this time and
time again over the past 4 years. Never once has he missed an
assignment and has given me 110% in every lesson and assessment done. It has been more than a pleasure teaching him & I
see a very bright future ahead!

Mr Woodruff would like to nominate Diya from his Year 9 German
class. I would like to nominate Diya as she is attentive in lessons and
did well in the recent assessment. She is a pleasure to teach.

Ms Dris would like to nominate Lola from her Year 11 Spanish class.
It is always a pleasure to teach Lola because she always gives it her
best and doesn't let anything stop her in her tracks. However, in the
last two weeks she has excelled herself working on her vocabulary
knowledge and has made incredible progress. She particularly impressed Mr Woodruff in a lesson during which he helped the students who were playing a class competition - she was so good that
he had to give her a handicap to make it fair! Well done Lola!

We ask our Stars of the Week what their favourite thing about learning a language is and why they are important to learn!

Toby
My favourite thing about learning French is that the lessons are always
fun and engaging and that we can play games to practise our speaking
skills.

I think they are important because I’d love to be able to travel around the
world one day so it would be useful to be able to communicate with locals.

Lola
My favourite thing about learning Spanish is that Ms Dris is a motivating
teacher and I enjoy how she teaches vocabulary.

I think they are important because I think its important to know a language as you can work abroad and it’s a good skill to have on your CV.

Diya
My favourite thing about learning German is that I have the opportunity to learn about different cultures.
I think they are important because I can communicate with more people.

Cooking and Nutrition

Year 9 MasterChef
9B students produced some outstanding dishes.
Well done to Winner—Summer.
Runners up—Harry and Jacob

Year 10 Gateaux were outstanding. A range of cake decorating techniques demonstrated.
Chef of the week—Millie.

PaperCut—Printing Software
On Monday 21st March students will be able to see their PaperCut code, this will allow access to the printers without having to log in using your email, each four-digit pin code is unique and will make printing easier.
Students can see their PaperCut code whenever they use a windows machine by selecting the PaperCut icon on their desktop. From here they will need to log in to reveal their code.
PaperCut codes will be sent in an email, however, if forgotten they will always have to option to find it again by using the
desktop application.
If students need any help or support, they should see the IT Support Desk.
Mr Southwood
Deputy Headteacher

On Thursday Cucina had a theme day of The Wild
West, the staff all dressed up and western style food
was served, including Cheeseburgers and Chilli Beef
Enchiladas.

And on Friday, they dressed in red for Comic
Relief Red Nose Day.

As well as after school snacks, Cucina are now serving breakfast for
students from 7.30am - 8.30am.
There's a good selection of items from bacon/sausage baps, toast with
lots of different spreads, pastries, fruit pots, yoghurts and cereals.
Chef

Every Day
2:50 - 3:50pm in
PC4

KS3 Dance Club
Mondays—3pm til 3.45pm
Drama Studio
All abilities welcome!

KS3 Drama Club
Wednesdays—3pm til 3.45pm
Drama Studio
All abilities welcome!

Mental Health and Well-being—
London Landmark Half -Marathon Journal
I went to an in person meditation class this past week, mainly out of curiosity. I had never considered meditating in a group
before, rather presuming it to be a solitary activity. I was a little nervous about trying to sit or lie still for an hour, but as the
session went on I found what worked for me. Lying down was uncomfortable and closing my eyes felt too vulnerable; I
found sitting and letting my eyes relax and become unfocused much more my style. The point I guess is that like any other
activity, you can adapt it to fit you.
Meditation has long lasting effects on our day. It reduces the effects of stress
and anxiety, enhances self-awareness and promotes kindness both of the self
and others, helps lengthen concentration, improves sleep, aids pain control,
and decreases blood pressure.
Meditation can be a difficult one to justify in our busy minds and days. “How
can I just sit here and do ‘nothing’ for 30 minutes? I could be {fill in the blank}”. But given the effects listed above, my question in response would be “How can you not?” Meditation is an active process, it requires patience to clear your mind and
focus solely on how you feel and being in just that moment. It is a worthwhile activity and it can be done anywhere.
Some tips on getting started:
•

Use a guided meditation, you can find these on YouTube and other streaming platforms. Be sure to find one of an
appropriate length and with a voice and sound you like.

•

Find a space with no interruptions. For parents with a house of children or in my case the ‘furry child’, this may be a
little harder. Perhaps parking at a local park on your way home for 5 minutes could avoid small ones knocking on
the bathroom door, or worrying what the unusual silence in the house means!

•

Start small, just a couple of minutes to start and build upward - very much like a marathon.

•

You may prefer to close your eyes or have an object to focus on, then let your eyes relax.

•

Be comfortable, you want to be relaxed, but not so relaxed that you fall asleep.

•

Finally, be kind and gentle with yourself. If your mind wanders, gently push the thought to the side, try not to focus
on the frustration of the non-empty mind.
Parenting Mental Health, reminds us, that is important to look after ourselves in order to be able to support others. If you or someone you know is a parent of a child
having difficulty with mental health and wellbeing, you can get more information at
www.parentingmetalhealth.org

If you’d like to support Parent Mental Health please see my JustGiving page.
Miss Kerin Muddle

Art work of the week - 18th March
Congratulations to the following students who have produced work of an exceptional
level. All students will be nominated for the Headteacher’s Award.

Year
Year77--Adam
Vladimir
Oliver-Kinsella
Shkuropat

Year 7 - Lola Keen

Year
Year87- -Riley
ImaniManders
Bhatti

Year 78 - Nevaeh
HannahPomroy
Tomlin

Art work of the week - 18th March
Congratulations to the following students who have produced work of an exceptional
level. All students will be nominated for the Headteacher’s Award.

YearYear
7 - Adam
7 - Byron
Oliver-Kinsella
Potter

Year
Year
7 - 7Maddison
- Lola Keen
Guest

Year 78 - Dylan
Riley Manders
Mcginty

Year
Year7 8- -Milosz
Hannah
Ziolkowski
Tomlin

Art work of the week - 18th March
Congratulations to the following students who have produced work of an exceptional
level. All students will be nominated for the Headteacher’s Award.

Year Year
7 - Adam
7 - Haniya
Oliver-Kinsella
Butt

Year
Year
7 - Nicola
7 - LolaBagalacsa
Keen

Year87--Riley
LukeManders
Pethers
Year

Year87--Hannah
Caiden Taylor
Year
Tomlin

Art work of the week - 18th March
Congratulations to the following students who have produced work of an exceptional
level. All students will be nominated for the Headteacher’s Award.

YearYear
7 - Adam
7 - Freay
Oliver-Kinsella
Locke

Year
Year77- -Haniya
Lola Keen
Butt

Year
Year78--Joseph
Riley Manders
Newbold

Year
Year8 7- Hannah
- Imani Bhatti
Tomlin

Art work of the week - 18th March
Congratulations to the following students who have produced work of an exceptional
level. All students will be nominated for the Headteacher’s Award.

Year Year
7 - Adam
7 - Eloise
Oliver-Kinsella
Gates

Year
Year
7 -7Darcy
- Lola Osborn
Keen

Year
Year78--Elsbeth
Riley Manders
Brooker

YearYear
7 - Mollie
8 - Hannah
Fletcher-Owens
Tomlin

Art work of the week - 18th March
Congratulations to the following students who have produced work of an exceptional
level. All students will be nominated for the Headteacher’s Award.

YearYear
7 - Adam
7 - Freya
Oliver-Kinsella
Locke

Year
Year
7 - 7Harrison
- Lola Keen
Davies

Year 78 - Curtis
Riley Manders
Kenyon

Year
Year78--Yasmin
HannahChhokar
Tomlin

Art work of the week - 18th March
Congratulations to the following students who have produced work of an exceptional
level. All students will be nominated for the Headteacher’s Award.

Year
Year
7 - Adam
7 - Louisa
Oliver-Kinsella
Parrant

Year
Year77- -Rory
Lola Austin
Keen

Year
Year
8 - Jessica
8 - RileyHeginbotham
Manders

Year
Year 8 - Hannah
MyrkelleTomlin
Lubin

Art work of the week - 18th March
Congratulations to the following students who have produced work of an exceptional
level. All students will be nominated for the Headteacher’s Award.

Year
Year
7 - Adam
8 - Hannah
Oliver-Kinsella
Tomlin

Year
Year8 7- Daisy
- Lola Turner
Keen

Year
Year88--Summer
Riley Manders
Wilson

Year
Year 88 -- Siobhan
Hannah Osgood
Tomlin

Art work of the week - 18th March
Congratulations to the following students who have produced work of an exceptional
level. All students will be nominated for the Headteacher’s Award.

Year Year
7 - Adam
8 - Benaz
Oliver-Kinsella
Zalys

Year
Year
8 -7Barney
- Lola Keen
Wilson

Year
Year88--Riley
George
Manders
Davis

Year
Year88- -Mohammad
Hannah Tomlin
Syed

Bracknell Library have an exciting partnership with South Hill Park. Starting on Saturday 30 th April young people
aged 11-17 are invited to join a free performing and visual arts workshop. Sessions will take place at Bracknell
Library.
Saturdays 11am—12.30pm for 10 weeks (excluding school holidays)
Book your space with staff at Bracknell library or fill in the electronic form:
https://forms.gle/g9F3RqxahPNohgC46

The Historical Association is running its annual “Write Your Own Historical Fiction Competition”. As a
school we have entered several times and one of our students has also been a past winner

What are the judges looking for?
Stories are shortlisted by panels of student readers where possible. The shortlist is then
judged by our primary and secondary expert panels. Judges are looking for:
• Historical accuracy – even down to the choice of names characters are given

and any props additional to the historical setting

• A riveting read with a good plot!
• A convincing story - i.e. is it plausible that these events and/or this character

could have existed at the time?

• Use of historical knowledge to feed the plot, context and character
• Effective use of historical vocabulary and literary conventions, including

where dialogue is included in the story
• Creative and interesting perspectives of story-telling. In the past we have
received an entry telling the story of a siege from the perspective of the castle!
• We recommend a minimum story length of 400 words and this year for the first
time there is a maximum word length of 3500 words.
If you would like to enter please see Mrs Hooper in L4 for more details.

Here at Prospect, we don’t just sell and let homes in the local area; we are local people ourselves and love being a part of
the local community. That is why we set up the Prospect Foundation to give back to the amazing community that has given
us so much over the years.
In the spirit of giving back to our community, we are also reintroducing our school donations this year. When you sell with
Prospect, we will donate £250 of your selling fee to a local school of your choice.

Did you know that singing is good for both your physical and mental health? It releases brain chemicals that make you feel
happy. It also helps you learn languages more easily and it even burns calories!
We would love to invite you to come and join in with the next Crowthorne Choral Society concert on
Saturday 19th March at 7:30pm in Wellington College Chapel.
You won't need to audition and there will be no cost to you to take part.

If you would like to come and join in (especially sopranos, tenors and basses) please email Christine to let us know you will
be coming along—membership@crowthornechoral.org.uk.
Rehearsals will be 7:30pm-9:30pm in Wellington College Old Gym on Monday 7th and Monday 14th March, then in the
Chapel at 3:00pm on Saturday 19th March.
We would be delighted to hear from anyone who is interested so please do get in touch.

